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We define in this paper a system of axioms for any general logic program. With regard to this 
declarative semantics, as well as to the Clark’s completed data bases one, the SLDNF procedural 
interpretation is sound. However, although the negation-as-failure rule is still not complete with 
regard to the introduced semantics, the latter is closer than the Clark’s one to the procedural 
interpretation, both from the theoretical and from the practical point of view. 
0. Introduction 
As a programming language, logic programming has the peculiarity to introduce, in 
the field of computer science, the concept of declarative programming, in contrast to 
procedural one, on the basis of mathematical logic. One of the major problems of logic 
programming is to give a suitable declarative semantics to every logic program [lo]. 
Actually, a precise meaning is required for any logic program in order to know how to 
formulate and how to answer queries about this program. The declarative semantics is 
one of the means we dispose to give a sense to a program [14]. From a proof-theoretic 
point of view, it requires the assignment of a system of axioms, say Ax(P), to the 
program P. We declare that a substitution 0 is a correct answer for a given query Q iff 
Ax(P)+ V(Q.O) [9]. Another important problem in logic programming, related to the 
semantic aspect, is the apprehension of the logical negation. The nonmonotonic 
inference rule (that is, an inference rule such that addition to the system of new axioms 
decreases eventually the number of initial theorems) that is the negation-as-failure rule 
[a], gives a rather unsatisfying change to logical negation. As a matter of fact, it 
appears essentially as a test on ground negative literals to say whether we can or we 
cannot put them as lemmas [7]. 
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We propose, in this paper, to define for any general logic program P, a system of 
axioms we call the complete extension and state as a declarative semantics of P. To do 
this, we extend the language of the original program P by adding a new predicate 
symbol to each one contained in P. Moreover, we declare that, when applied on 
a tuple of ground terms, a new predicate symbol is true if the associated one in 
P applied to the same tuple is false. From a computing point of view, it constitutes the 
first step of a method to approach more closely the standard Prolog interpreters, as in 
the framework of positive programs [3]. We summarize then the relations between the 
different semantics that are usually associated with a program, when this one is 
positive. Finally, we prove a soundness result for the complete extension semantics 
and show with some examples that it improves effectively, in the domain of general 
logic programs, that of Clark in the sense that it is closer to the procedural semantics 
given by SLDNF-resolution. 
1. Notations and definitions 
First we recall some classical notions in logic programming that we state in a wider 
domain than the usual one. We use these redefinitions to fix a common vocabulary for 
the remaining paper. 
Definition 1.1 (Language generated by a system of axioms). Let S be a system of 
axioms. The language generated by S, denote by L(S), or just L, if no confusion is 
possible, is the union of the following sets: 
(a) C(S) (or just C) formed with all the constant and function symbols in S; 
(b) n(S) (or just n) formed with all the predicate symbols appearing in S, except, if 
it eventually appears in S, the symbol =; 
(c) V, a countably infinite set of variable symbols. 
Definition 1.2 (Herbrand universe and base ofa system of axioms). Let S be a system of 
axioms in which we suppose that there appears at least one symbol of constant. We 
denote by 
(a) H(S) (or just H) the algebra of ground terms constructed on L(S); 
(b) B(S) (or just B) the base of ground atoms constructed on L(S). 
Definition 1.3 (Associated application of a system of axioms). Let S be a system of 
axioms. The associated application, denoted by T,, is a mapping from and into 
the complete lattice of the Herbrand base subsets 9(B) defined as follows: for all 
I, ZEY((B), p(z,, , T,)E T,(I) iff there exists in S a universally quantified axiom of the 
form p(tI, . , t,,)c;@, and a ground substitution 0 on the variables in the ti’S such that 
(a) p(tr, . . . . t,).O=p(rr, . . , T ) where = means “syntactically identical”, and n , 
(b) I+ !I(@.@, where J(G.8) is the existential closure of the formula Q.8. 
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Remark 1.4. In condition (b), it may happen that the predicate symbol = appears in 
the formula @. In such a case, we consider that this predicate is naturally interpreted 
as the identity on H(S). 
Definition 1.5 (Ordinal powers of an application T). Let T be an application from and 
into a complete lattice 52. Let I be the greatest lower bound of 52. The ordinal powers 
of T, denoted by Tt c1 and TJz for any ordinal ~1, are defined by (transfinite) induction 
as follows: 
TrO=l and TJO=Q; 
if a is a successor ordinal, 
Ttcc=T(Tfcc-1) and T@=T(Tla-1); 
if CI is a limit ordinal, 
Ttcc= u Tffl and T&= n T@. 
P<a #<a 
Definition 1.6 (Clark’s equational theory of a system of axioms). Let S be a system of 
axioms. The Clark’s equational theory of S, denoted by C.E.T(S), consists of the 
following universally quantified axioms: 
C.E.Tl: x=x. 
C.E.TZ: x=y+y=x. 
C.E.T3: x=y A y=zdx=z. 
C.E.T4: x1 = y, A ... A xn=yn +f(xi, . . . , x,)=f(yl, . . . ,y,) for allf;fEZ(S). 
C.E.TS: x,=y, A ... A x,=y,+(p(xl, . . . ,xn)*p(yl, . . . . y,)) for all p, pen(S). 
C.E.T6: j-(x1, . . . , x,)#s(yl, . . . , Y,) for allJ; gez(S), f+s. 
C.E.T7: j-(x1, . . . , x,)=f(yl ,..., y,)=x,=yl A ... A x,=y,, for allf,&Z(S). 
C.E.T8: t[x] #x, for all terms t of the language L(S) containing, but not reduced to, 
the variable x. 
Remark 1.7. These axioms can be divided into two categories. Axioms C.E.Tl to 
C.E.TS are those usually introduced in equality theories; they ensure that the sym- 
bol = is interpreted as the identity in all models of C.E.T(S). Axioms C.E.T6 to C.E.T8 
are called unique-name axioms; they are specific of properties of the symbol = when 
interpreted as identity on the Herbrand algebra H(S). All these axioms, and more 
particularly the unique-name ones, play a fundamental role in the problem of 
unification in logic programming. As a matter of fact, we can give the following 
Clark’s lemma that says that the theory C.E.T(S) is unzjication-complete. A proof of it 
can be found in [7]. 
Lemma 1.8. Let tI and t2 he two terms of L(S) for a given system of axioms S. 
(a) tl and t2 are unzjiable iff C.E.T(S)k 3(t, = t2); 
(b) t, and t2 are not unijable iff C.E.T(S)+ V(t, # tz). 
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We are now in a position to give two particular systems of axioms. 
Definition 1.9 (Gene& logic progrum). A generd logic program, or just a progrum, P is 
a finite set of universally quantified clauses of the form 
A-c=L, A -.. A L,, 
where m30, A is an atom and the L:s are literals. 
Remark 1.10. If all the literals in all the clauses of a program P are positive, then P is 
called a positive program. 
Remark 1.11. Suppose P is a program containing at least one constant symbol; then 
P constitutes itself a system of axioms, the first major one related to P, for which we 
can define the familiar objects H(P), B(P) and Tp. 
Remark 1.12. Let P be a program such that the symbol = does not appear in P. We 
can then associate with P the following system of axioms, denoted by x(P), which is 
nothing else but another syntactical way of writing the intended meaning of P: cc(P) is 
the set of the universally quantified axioms, i.e. 
p(x,, , x,,)+E1 v ... v Ekr 
where Ej, for 1 <jfk, is of the form 
3y1...3y,(x,=t,A’~~Ax,=t,AL,A~~~AL,), 
for every predicate p, p~fl(P), which appears at the head of exactly k (k > 1) clauses in 
P of the form 
P(t 1, .f. 3 f*)=L* A ... AL,, 
with free variables y,, . . . , yd. Here “xi’s are distinct from all the existentially quantified 
variables in Ej’S. 
The system x(P) takes an important part in the definition of the second major 
system of axioms related to P that we are going to state. 
Before giving this system, we introduce a syntactical operation on formulas, 
denoted by T, implicitly contained in [3]. 
Definition 1.13 (Syntactical transformation 5). Let S be a system of axioms. Let us 
consider a well-formed formula @ on the language L(S)uj =}. 
At first, we convert @ by successive applications of the following rules until none of 
these rules can be applied anymore: 
Rl: l($ v c/1):=1$ ~143; 
R2: ~(~Ac~):=~I+~v~~o; 
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R3: 13?c($):=Vx(lI//); 
R4: 1 Vx (Ic/):= 3x (1 $); 
R5: ll$:=$, 
where $ and cp are well-formed formulas of L(S) u { = }. We continue to denote by 
@ the formula converted from @. 
We can now define the syntactical transformation z on any formula @ of L(S)u{ =}, 
or, more precisely, on the converted formula from @, by induction on the length of 
Q, as follows: 
(a) s(A):= A for any atom A of L(S). 
(b) r(lA):= A’, where, if A is any atom p(tl, . . . , t,) of L(S), A’ stands for 
p’(r1, ‘. . 2 t,). 
(c) z(t,=f2):= tl=t2;z(t,#t2):= tl #t2 for any terms tl,tz of L(S). 
(d) z(@r CC@~):=Z(@~)~Z(@~) for any formulas @r,Q2 of L(S)u{ =}, and any sym- 
bol a, a~{ A,v/=}. 
(e) z(;ix @):=3.x r(G) for any formula @ of L(S)u( = }, and any symbol 1, AE{ 3, V}. 
Remark 1.14. We suppose that no symbol of the form p’ appears originally in n(S). 
Remark 1.15. Two formulas may be logically equivalent but may have also two 
different transformations through r, not even logically equivalent. For instance, let us 
consider Q1 := A=>B and Qi, := 1 Av B, where A and B are atoms of L(S); then 
r(@,,):= A+B, but ~(a~):= A’v B. 
Remark 1.16. The transformation r has the property of making internal the negation 
contained in any formula @ of the language L(S) in that it replaces any encountered 
negative literal in @ with a new positive one. The interiorization results in an extension 
of the initial language; the original set of predicate symbols ZZ(S) is augmented with 
a set of new predicate symbols, that is, {p’; peZ7(S)}. 
There follows the definition of the last system of axioms we consider for a logic 
program P, a system that was first given in [3], in the domain of positive programs. 
Definition 1.17 (Complete extension ofa program). Let P be a program which contains 
at least one constant symbol and such that the symbol = does not appear in P. The 
complete extension of P, denoted by $P*), is the set of the universally quantified 
following axioms: 
T(P(X, ,...,x,) = E,v~~~vE,) and r(lP(xr,..., x,) X= l(E, v ... v E,J) 
for every axiom p(xl,...,xn)=EI v ... v Ek in a(P), to which we add the auxiliary 
axioms z(ip(xl,..., x,)) for every predicate p, pen(P), for which there does not exist 
any axiom of the previous form in a(P). 
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Remark 1.18. In fact, in order to deal with the predicate =, we must consider the 
equality theory C.E.T(T(P*)). So, what we call as the complete extension of a program 
P is the union r(P*)uC.E.T(r(P*)). 
Remark 1.19. Let P be a program for which we can define its complete extension 
r(P*)uC.E.T(z(P*)). We can specify the first standard definitions in the case of the 
latter system of axioms. We denote, respectively, by L,, H,, B, and T, the language, the 
Herbrand universe, the Herbrand base and the application associated with this 
system. 
Remark 1.20. Clark’s completed data base of a general logic program P 121, denoted 
by P*, is the set of the following universally quantified axioms: 
p(x,,...,x,)~E,v.‘.vE, and lp(~l,...,x,)~l(E,v...vE,) 
for every axiom p(xl,...,xJ-=E1 v ... v Ek in a(P), and the auxiliary axioms 
lP(XI,..., x,) for every predicate p, pen(P), for which there does not exist any axiom 
of the previous form in a(P). As above, what is called the completed data base of 
a program P is P*uC.E.T(P*). 
All this justifies the notation and the name of the last system of axioms we introduce 
for P. 
Remark 1.21. We can observe that 
(&II(P))(ip 0 p’)*(V@ formula of L(P)u{ =})(r(P*)+ t(@)oP*+ Q). 
Remark 1.22. Now, we also have that for every formula @ of L(P)u{ =},r(P*) 
+ r(Q) =S P” + @. To prove this result, it suffices to extend every given model M of P* 
into a model M’ of s(P*) such that for every ground literal L of L(P)u { =}, M’ b T(L) 
whenever M + L. 
2. Negation as failure 
The problem of how to transcribe the logical negation that arises in a declarative 
semantics, which is supposed to reflect the intended meaning of a Prolog program, in 
a procedural semantics is a difficult one. The negation-as-failure rule has been 
introduced by Clark [2] in order to deal with this problem. But it is quite an 
unsatisfying change to logical negation, essentially for two reasons. The first one is 
that, when a procedural system encounters the literal 1 r(x) in some goal, we would 
like to ask it if there is some ground term r of the language L(P) such that r(~) is false. 
But, unfortunately, instead of that, the system only verifies if any attempt to satisfy 
r(x) with some ground term T fails. So, we expect a procedural system to understand 
the following question: 3x (1 r(x))‘?, and what it effectively tries to answer is: 
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13x(r(x))?, which is not quite the same. Now, when the negative literal selected by 
a procedural system is ground, the two previous questions are logically equivalent and 
the system does exactly what we want it to do. The price we have to pay to obtain this 
condition is the second drawback of the implementation of the negation-as-failure 
rule. Actually, this procedural counterpart of logical negation is no more but a test 
which tells us if some ground negative literal can be put as a lemma or not. 
We see now that if we restrict our attention to positive programs, the negation- 
as-failure rule is quite efficient to account for the logical negation, which can be 
expressed with these programs. 
Definition 2.1 (General query). Let P be a program. A general query, or just a query Q, 
is a finite conjunction of literals of L(P): 
M, A ... A M,. 
Definition 2.2 (General goal). Let P be a program. A general goal, or just a goal G, is 
a universally quantified clause of the form: = Qc, where QG is a query called the 
associated query of G. 
Remark 2.3. If all the literals in the query associated with a goal G are positive, the 
query is said to be a positive query and the goal a positive goal. 
Definition 2.4 (Safe computation rule). A safe computation rule R is a rule for selecting 
a literal in some goal such that 
(a) it selects a negative literal only if it is ground; 
(b) having selected a ground negative literal lA, it tries to construct a finitely failed 
SLDNF-tree rooted at the goal -+A. 
Definition 2.5 (SLDNF-derivation). Let P be a program, G a goal, and R a safe 
computation rule. The sequence of goals GO = G, G1, G2,. . . is a SLDNF-derivation of 
Pu (G} via R if it verifies the following conditions: 
(a) Let us suppose that Gi:= = MI A ... A M, is the current goal and that R selects 
the positive literal Mk in Gi; if AeLI A ... A L, is the input clause and if A and Mk 
unify with the most general unifier (m.g.u.) 8i+ 1, then the derived goal from Gi is 
Gi+r such that 
Gi+l:= -=i= (M, A ... AM,_, A L1 A..‘A L, A Mk+l A’..A M,).ei+l. 
(b) Let us suppose that Gi:= C= MI A ..’ A M, is the current goal and that R selects 
the negative ground literal Mk:=lA; then, 
_ if R succeeds in constructing a finitely failed SLDNF-tree rooted at the goal = A, 
we are entitled to infer 1 A, and Gi + 1 is 
Gi+l:= c=M1 A... A Mk_l r\h~f~+~ A.*.A M,, 
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+ DECJARATNE SEMANTICS 
[A E B(P) : P* I= 1 A]. 
A E B(P) : P* I=H 1 A]. 
(A t B(P) : I’ I# A) = Cg (A t B(P) : P I= A). 
+ OPERATIONAL. SEMANTICS 
I + PROCEDURAL SEMANTICS SS(P) = {A E B(P) : I’ U {e= AJ has a SLII-refutation via R). 
l FF(P) = {A t B(P) : P U {c-r A} has a finitely failed SLDNF-trrc via R) 
Fig. 1. 
_ if R leads to a SLDNF-derivation of P u { t A} which ends on the empty clause 0, 
we are entitled to say that 1 A “fails”, and also Gi fails. 
Remark 2.6. We can derive from that definition the usual notions of SLDNF- 
refutation, SLDNF-tree, and finitely failed SLDNF-tree. 
Remark 2.7. By lifting the condition (b) in Definition 2.5, we obtain the definition of 
SLD-derivation for a positive program and a positive goal (see [9]). 
Definition 2.8 (Fair computation rule). A fair computation rule R is a rule for selecting 
a literal in some goal such that, in any SLD-derivation via R which does not fail, every 
atom A (or every further instantiation of this atom, say Ad) is selected in a finite 
number of steps. 
We are now in a position to pictorially (Fig. 1) state the relations between the three 
semantics, declarative, operational, and procedural, associated with a positive pro- 
gram P, when we consider a fair and safe computation rule R. 
3. Soundness of the negation-as-failure rule and of the SLDNF-resolution 
In this section, we state the soundness of the negation-as-failure rule and that of the 
SLDNF-resolution with regard to the semantics of the complete extension. The 
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programs we consider here are the general ones, not necessarily positive, for which we 
can define z(P*). We give first some technical definitions and lemmas. 
Definition 3.1 (Equational system associated with a substitution). Let 0=(x1/r,, . . . . x,/r,} 
be a substitution. The equational system associated with 9 is the conjunction EB of 
equalities: 
xl=rl A...~x,=r,. 
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a system of axioms, t a term on the language L(S), and 9 a substitu- 
tion; then 
C.E.T(S)+ V(EO ==- t = t.0). 
Proof. Straightforward by induction on the length of t. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let P be a program and 0 be any well-formed formula constructed on 
L,u { =}, with no symbol Q or 3; then 
z(P*)+ V(Ee * (@o @A?)). 
Proof. Straightforward by induction on the complexity of the formula @. 0 
For the definition of Robinson’s unification algorithm in the following lemma we 
refer to [9]. 
Lemma 3.4. Let 9’ be a unifiable set of expressions and 0 = {xl/rl,. . . , x, /rt> the m.g.u. 
obtained with Robinson’s algorithm applied on 9; then 
{x1 ,..., x,}nvar(r, ,..., r,}=@. 
Proof. Straightforward by induction on the number of steps that the unification 
algorithm requires to unify Y. Cl 
Lemma 3.5. Let P be a program, G a goal and R a safe computation rule. Let 
GO = G, G1, G2, . . . . be a SLDNF-derivation of Pu {G} via R, with the associated 
sequence of m.g.u’s 8t, g2,. . Then, whatever is the depth d, we can consider in the 
derivation, ifwe put 9=0,...tId= {XI/r1 ,..., x,/r,}, 
{x1 ,..., x,}nvar{r, ,..., r,}=@ 
Proof. It is straightforward to prove by induction on the depth d that if 0 = Oi.. .Od = 
{xJr~,...,xrIrr}, then 
(a) {x,,...,x,}nvar{G,}=@, and 
(b) {xl,..., xt}nvar{r,,...,r,}=@ 0 
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The following two lemmas are the adapted versions of the ones in [2], to suit the 
context of the complete extension. 
Lemma 3.6 (Clark’s lemma). Let S be a system of axioms, and p(sI, . . . , s,), p(tl,. .., t,) 
be atoms over L(S): 
(a) Z..~={P(~~,..., s,), p(tI ,..., t,)} is unifiable with m.g.u 0, then 
C.E.T(S)kV(s,=t, A~.~As,=~,,~E~). 
(b) If .4p= (p(sI, . . . . sn),p(tI, . . . , t,)} is not unijiable, then 
C.E.T(S)+ V(sl # tl v ... v s, # t,). 
Lemma 3.1. Let P be a program, G a goal and R a safe computation rule. Suppose the 
literal selected by R in G is positive. Let D be thejnite or empty set of all the derived 
goals from G by SLDNF-resolution. Then 
(a) ifD=8, 
(b) ij”D=jG1,...,G,}#(O} h w ere 0 is the empty clause and r 3 1, 
z(P*)/= ~(13Qo) =c= t(13QG1) A ... A z(l3Qor). 
Theorem 3.8 (soundness of negation-as-failure rule and of SLDNF-derivation). Let 
P be a program, G a goal and R a safe computation rule: 
(4 U”PuIGI h as ajinitely failed SLDNF-tree via R, then 
z(P*) I= 0 ~QG); 
C-4 IfPufG) h as a SLDNF-refutation via R, with the sequence of m.g.u’s O1,. . ,8,, 
then 
Proof. We prove this theorem by a simultaneous induction on (a) and (b); more 
precisely, by a simultaneous double induction. The first one is made on the number of 
selected negative literals in the main tree or derivation as well as in the auxiliary trees 
or derivations which are eventually constructed. Within this induction another one is 
made on the depth of the main tree or derivation. 
Initialization (The number of selected negative literals k = 0). We prove (a) and (b) 
separately. 
(a) (i) The depth of the tree d = 0: In this case the result follows from Lemma 3.6. 
(ii) The depth of the tree is d, d 2 1: In this case the set of derived goals from G is 
D={G~,...,G,}#(O}, h w ere ral. Now for all h, l<h<r, Pu{G,} has a finitely 
failed SLDNF-tree via R, of depth at most d - 1, inside which the number of selected 
negative literals is k=O. So, by induction hypothesis, for all h, 1 d hdr, 
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r(P*)/= r(13QG,,), and as in G the selected literal is positive, by Lemma 3.7, 
@‘*)I= T(~~QG). 
(b) (i) The length of the refutation 1= 1: In this case, necessarily, QG:=p(s,,.. ., s,), 
and there exists in P a clause of the form p(tl, . . ., t,) ==, such that Y= {p(sl,. .., s,), 
P(t 1,. . . , t,)} unifies with a m.g.u, say 8. Let M be a model of s(P*), and .a be any 
M-instantiation of the variables in p(s,d, . . , sJ3). Suppose 0 = {xl/r,, . , x,/r,); 
then, as p(sl .0 ,..., s,.B)-p(t,.O ,..., tn.@, varp(sl.6’ ,..., s,.e)} =var{p(t,.@ . . . . t,.e)}I 
var{r, ,..., r,},andbyLemma3.4{~, ,..., x,}nvar{r, ,..., r,)=@Sowecanextendthe 
instantiation .a to 9’ obtained by giving to the XI’S the values of the corresponding 
instantiated terms [[v~]],~‘s. Thus, M + [[Ee]]sS. We deduce from Lemma 3.6 that 
M+ [[sl =tl A ... A ~,,=f,,]].~,. But in r(P*) the axiom related to the predicate p is 
P(Xl,..., x,) + z(E,) v ... v t(Ek), where, for some h, ldhbk, s(E,):=3y1...3y, 
(~~=t~~~~~~~,=t,),andso,z(P*)~=V(p(s,,...,s,)~(z(E,)v~~~v ~(&))[s~,...,sJ), 
where $E,,)[sl, . . , s,] := 3y,. . .3y,(s, = t, A ... A s, = t,). So, if 9” is the instantiation 
9’ in which the instanciations of the variables in the ti’s are forgotten, 
M+ [[3y,...3y,(x,=t,~ ... AX,=~~)]]~~~, and then, M+ [[p(sl,...,sn)]ls... 
But Lemma 3.2 implies that Mj= [[(sl =sl .8 A ... A s, =s,, .O)]].ls, and, with 
the axiom C.E.T(P)S, we conclude that M+ [[p(sl.e,...,s,.e)]],~, that is, 
M+ CC+QG.~II.,. 
(ii) The length of the refutation is l+ 1, 120: In this case G:= -Z 
Ml A ... A Mi A ... A M,, where Mi:= p(s, ,...,s,) is the selected positive literal. NOW, 
the derived goal from G is G1:=e(M,A...A Mi-lAL, A...A 
LnAMi+l A ... A M,)dl if the input clause is p(tl,...,t,)c;L1 A ..’ A L,, with the 
variables y,, , y,, and it has a refutation of length 1, that is, G1, Gz, . . , G1 := 0, with 
the sequence of m.g.u’s e2 ,..., &. By induction hypothesis we have 
V*)t= T(V(QG~ .&...e,)). Let state 8=81...el and S=e2...0,, SO that 8=&J. Let 
M be a model of T(P*) and 9 be any M-instantiation of the variables in Qc .8. If 
8=(x1/r,,..., x,/r,}, by Lemma 3.5, (x1 ,..., ~~}nvar{r,,...,r,}=@; thus, we can 
extend 9 to a suitable instantiation 9’ such that M+ [[Es]].,,. Now we can 
verify that var(E,}I var{EB1} and C.E.T(P)kV((E,+ EB1). So, by Lemma 3.6, 
Mb [[sl =fl A *.. A S,=t,]].,,. As T(QG~ .8~...~l):=T(Ml d) A ... A T(Mi_ 1 d) A 
T(_& .d) A . . . A T(&, d) A T(Mi+ 1 .o) A ._I A T(M, d), and T(&e):=T(Ml .e) A . . . A 
T(Mi_ 1 d) A T(Mi d) A T(Mi+ 1 .d) A ... A z(M, d), where T(Mi. @:=T(P(S, .8, . . . . S,.d)):= 
p(s, . 0,. . . , s,. O), if we consider any extension 9” of 9’ to the variables in the Lid’s 
which are not yet in Eo, we have by assumption that M+ [[z(L1 d) A ... A T(L,.~)]]~-, 
and also, by Lemma 3.3, that Mb [[T(L~) A ... A t(L,,J]].,~~. The two facts 
T(p*)+ v(P(s~,..., S,)=(T(E1) v ... v t(Ek))[sl,...,s,]), where T(Ej)[Sl,...,S,]:= 
3y,...3y,(S,=t, A...A S,,=t,A& A...A&,,) for some j, 1 djQk, and 
M+ [[sl =fl A ... A s,=t,&~~, because of Clark’s lemma, entitle us to state that 
M~[C~(sl,...,s,)llr,,:=CCp(s,,..., s,)]],~.. With Lemma 3.3, M + [[p(sl d,.. .,s,,.O)]].,,:= 
[[P(Sl .e ,..., s,.e)ll.,, which leads to Mb [[z(Q&q]].F. 
Induction step (the number of selected negative literals is k, k3 1): (a) Suppose 
Pu (G} has a finitely failed SLDNF-tree via R with exactly k, k 3 1, negative literals 
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selected within this tree or the auxiliary constructed trees and refutations. There is 
necessarily at least one negative literal selected in the main tree. Let us retain the one 
with less depth. Now, we can associate with every node in this tree the extracted 
finitely failed tree rooted at this node. If the associated tree with some node does not 
contain the chosen one, it numbers at most k - 1 selected negative literals; thus, if G’ is 
the root-goal of such a tree, by induction hypothesis, r(P*) + z(13QG.). We prove 
nextthatif~(M,r\~~~~M~-~r\M~r\M~+~ A ... A M4) is the root of the tree asso- 
ciated with the chosen node, where Mi:=lp(u,,...,a,) is selected, then 
z(P*)~z(l3(M, A...AMi~1AMiAMi+l A ... A M,)). Two cases may arise: 
(i) ML succeeds: In this case the unique derived goal is e Mi A ... A Mi_1 
AM<+1 A ... A M, and, by induction hypothesis applied to the associated 
tree with this goal, T(P*) k z(lj(M, A ... A Mi_ 1 A Mi+ 1 A ... A M,)). But, as 
t(l Mi):=p((I1, . . ..u.) is ground, it is obvious that r(P*)k t(l3(M, A ... A 
Mi_1AMiAMi+l A.“A M,)). 
(ii) Mi ,fuils: In this case PU(C ~(a,, . ., a,,)} has a refutation that numbers 
at most k- 1 selected negative literals and, so, by induction hypothesis, 
r(P*)+~(V(p(u,,...,u,).B)). But as the Ui’s are ground, r(Vp(u1,...,u,).8):= 
p(n,,..., u,) and, SO, z(P*) /= ~(13(Ml A ‘.. A Mi_ 1 A Mi A Mi+ 1 A ... A M,)). 
We can affirm now that for every goal G’ of some node in the main tree rooted at 
G with the same level as the chosen one, T(P*)+ T(l3Q,,). By Lemma 3.7, and noting 
that no father of one of these nodes can have a negative selected literal, we arrive at the 
same result for every goal at the precedent level of the retained one. And, by a finite 
backtracking, we have T(P*)/= ~(1 3QG). 
(b) Suppose Pu (G} has a SLDNF-refutation via R, with the sequence of m.g.u’s 
8i,. . , Q,,, which numbers exactly k, k > 1, selected negative literals within itself and the 
auxiliary introduced trees and refutations. There is necessarily at least one selected 
negative literal in the main derivation. We consider the length of this. 
(i) The length of tlzr wfutution is I= 1: In this case, necessarily, G:= -= 
lp(ul ,..., a,,), where the Ui’s are ground, and lp(u, ,..., a,) succeeds, that is to 
say, Pu { C= ~(a,, . , a,)} has a finitely failed tree. By induction hypothesis applied to 
this tree which numbers at most k- 1 selected negative literal% we have 
T(P*)bT(l~(P(u,,..., u,))):=p’(ul,. ., a,). But, as T(V(Q~. O)):= ~‘(a,, . . . , a,), where 
8 is in that case the identity substitution, s(P*)+ r(V(Qc d)). 
(ii) The length of the refutution is I+ 1, />O: Two cases may arise depending upon 
whether the selected literal in G is positive or negative: 
- G:=c=M, A ... A Mj A . . . A M,, where Mi:=lp(ul,...,u,) is the selected literal. 
We can apply the induction hypothesis on the resulting refutation of Pu{G,} that 
counts at most k- 1 selected negative literals to conclude that z(P*)+ 
5(V(QG1 .O,...O,)). But, as Mi necessarily succeeds, we have by another application of 
the induction hypothesis that r(P*)+ ~‘(a,, . . . , a,,), where T(Mi):=p’(Ul, . , a,). SO, 
TV T(V((M, A .” A Mi A “. A M,).8,...H,)). 
~ G:= -L= M, A ... A Mi A ... A M,, where Mi:=p(sl ,..., s,) is the selected literal. Now, 
P u {Cl > has a refutation, of length I - 1 and that counts exactly k selected negative 
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literals, on which we can apply the induction hypothesis to conclude 
that r(P*)+ r(V(QG1 .O,...O,)). Let 19 be 8r...& and 6 be Oz...&. Thus, 0=8r .6 and 
r(P*)+ r(V(QcI .a)). We have previously seen that under these conditions, 
r(P*)I= +'(QG.@). 0 
Remark 3.9. Theorem 3.8 intuitively means that if Pu{G} has a finitely failed 
SLDNF-tree, there is no possible instantiation that satisfies the query QG about P, 
and if P u (G} has a SLDNF-refutation, then Or.. . 8, restricted to the variables in Qc 
provides an “answer” to the query Qc. 
Remark 3.10. We give now three different programs for which the complete extension 
semantics is closer to the procedural semantics than to the Clark’s completed data 
bases one, in the sense that for some goal G, such that there is no finitely failed 
SLDNF-tree of Pu {G) via some fair and safe computation rule, 
P*+ 1 IQ, but z(P*)# z(-13Q~). 
- PI = {4(a) -c= 1 r(a), r(a) -c= p(u), r(a) e lp(a), p(x)=p(f(?c))}. We can see that, 
whatever is the computation rule we consider, although PI u {e q(u)} has no 
finitely failed SLDNF-tree, 
PT+ l&4 and r(PT)# q’(a). 
- p2 = {p(a) = 4(a), p(a) =P14(4, 0) e &)I. W e can see as well that, whatever is 
the computation rule we consider, although P2u{ = p(u)} has no finitely failed 
SLDNF-tree, 
- P3={P(u)-=q( ) a A -14(u), q(u) = q(u)}. We can also see that, whatever is the 
computation rule we consider, although P3u { e p(u)) has no finitely failed 
SLDNF-tree. 
4. Conclusion 
We have associated with every general logic program P a system of axioms in order 
to define the declarative semantics of P in a proof-theoretic framework. The results we 
have established ameliorate those obtained with Clark’s completed data bases seman- 
tics. Although we still do not get the completeness of the negation-as-failure rule 
procedural semantics, we reach it in some particular cases with the complete extension 
semantics when we are far from it with the Clark’s one. We could also see, as it has 
been done in the framework of positive programs [3], that the semantics of the 
complete extension for general programs is closer to the procedural one associated 
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with the real Prolog interpreters, i.e. SLD-resolution with a computation rule that 
always selects the first literal in the current goal and that ranges over the SLD-trees in 
depth first, than to Clark’s declarative semantics. 
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